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Outcomes
I understand the importance of GBP v 2 
and for strand 4 as it relates to my school 
/ district and goals 



Outcomes
I can assess my school’s current 
practices against Global Best Practices 
dimension 4.1 and 4.2



Outcomes
I can plan next steps using 4.1 and 4.2 to 
guide my thinking



Agenda
Welcome and Introductions

Global Best Practices: History + Rationale

Global Best Practices: Introducing a New Strand

Scoring, Reflecting, Utilizing

Closing



WELCOME

What you are looking 
forward to most at this LIS 

Conference?

Name?
Role?



Self-Assessment Tool 
for Secondary Learning

An Internationally Benchmarked

GLOBAL BEST PRACTICES
2ND EDITION



• Developed for the New England Secondary Schools 
Consortium in 2011 

• Supported by meta-analyses, comprehensive 
project findings, and focused investigations 

• Included common characteristics of high-
performing schools in U.S. and abroad  

• Reviewed + refined by members from all five LIS 
member states 

• Comprised of 3 strands + 20 dimensions

1st Edition

Global Best Practices 
HISTORY
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Assessing a Dimension

Read the performance descriptions; then 
sample strategies + evidence 

Record your school’s performance strategies 

Record your school’s performance evidence 

Score your school

Four Steps



• RESEARCH: Compelling research has been 
introduced within the last 5 years 

• ALIGNMENT: Ensuring alignment across the 
performance descriptors within a dimension 

• CLARITY: Describing the levels of performance 
with more precise and clear language

Critical Elements

Global Best Practices 
RATIONALE for 2nd Edition



1st Edition 2nd Edition
The school community has embraced the belief that all 
students can succeed. Teachers actively promote positive self-
images and high academic expectations for all students. Every 
student is enrolled in academically rigorous, college-
preparatory courses, and the school does not offer “watered-
down” or outdated courses that do not prepare students for 
success in college or modern careers. Classroom instruction 
goes beyond more traditional didactic practices to include 
personalized, student-centered strategies that engage and 
support diverse learning styles. Course expectations—
including those for assignments, assessments, and grading—
are explicit and public. A coherent system of performance 
monitoring and student interventions promotes academic 
acceleration (not traditional remediation) for both 
underperforming and high-performing students. A variety of 
academic options and graduation pathways provide 
opportunities for students to participate in the design of their 
own personalized educational experiences.

Teachers hold one another accountable for engaging in ongoing 
reflection and courageous conversations about their own practice 
and beliefs with each other and their students, and acknowledge 
the role that bias and privilege play in their work. The school 
community (students, faculty, administrators, staff, school board 
members, parents) has embraced the belief that all students can 
succeed, and this stance clearly informs the school’s actions, 
structures, policies, and practices. Every member of the school 
community is able to recognize and interrupt implicit and explicit 
prejudicial and harmful language and actions (e.g. racial 
microaggressions, bullying based on gender identity and sexual 
orientation, religious affiliation, social class, disability, etc.). 
Educators help build upon the experiences and strengths 
each student brings; they promote positive self-images and high 
academic expectations for all learners and take responsibility for 
engaging and motivating them. Every student is enrolled in 
academically rigorous, college-preparatory courses or learning 
experiences. Discipline systems and structures are restorative and 
instructive in their approach, leading to an increased ability for 
students to address differences in positive and healthy ways. The 
perspectives, experiences, and voices of every group represented in 
the school community is sought out, included, and incorporated 
when programs are developed or refined. 

Global Best Practices
1.1 Equity
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4.1: Role of the School Board 
4.2: District Administrators

Strand 4: School District

Global Best Practices
Introducing a New Strand



Select a Dimension 

Exploring Strand 4

Individually or in school teams, review 
strand 4 and assess your school’s level of 
performance.

Self-Assessment



Mark up your paper copy

Exploring Strand 4

• Easy Win 
• On the Journey 
• Heavy Lift

Color Code Highlighting



Assessing a Dimension

Read & highlight the performance descriptions; 
and the sample strategies + evidence 

Record your district’s performance strategies 

Record your district’s performance evidence 

Score your school

Follow the Four Steps



Exploring Strand 4
Score your Dimension 
• On your paper 
• On the wall



• Which dimension provides you leverage 
as you move forward? 

• Who would benefit from seeing or using 
this new strand? 

• Assets and Barriers unique to your 
District

Exploring Strand 4
Turn + Talk Reflection



District Self-Assessment

1 full-day retreat 

or 

2 half-day workshops 

or 

3 faculty / community meetings



FROM PRIORITIES TO ACTION



AN INTERNATIONALLY BENCHMARKED SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR SECONDARY LEARNING

5 CENT URY
Text

xxx x
xxx x
x

xxxx x
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CYCLE OF ACTION



League of Innovative Schools
What implications does the 

introduction of the 2nd edition of 
GBP have on the types of support 

the League offers schools?
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Senior Associate
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